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At the April 19 Student
Senate meeting,
President Brian Levin
stepped down as Eileen
Hayes was instated for
the 2006-2007 president.

The Student Senate EBoard for 2006-7 .
include Cratg-Tetreault
as Vice President,
Michelle Sobol as
Treasurer, and Alan
Waters as Secretary.

SPORTS

Alan Waters joins The
Archway as a columnist.

Read "The Waters Way"
on page 6 and 7.

If you missed Jennifer
Boylan speak last
Tuesday, Simon Says she
has your recap on page
14·

VARIETY

Have you seen "Thank
you for smoking" yet? If
not, you'll thank us for
this movie review on
page 12.

Weekend Forecast
Friday
Hi: 57

La: 35
Saturday
Hi: 56
La: 43
Sunday:
Hi: 59

La: 46

MITHFIELD. RI
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18 hours closer to a cure
By Jaritza Cortes

Staff Writer

Bryant ~ For the past
few months,groups all
over campus have been
gathering donations !or
a great cause. Tonight
the American Cancer
Association and Bryant
University will be hold~
ing their annual Relay
for Life at the track.
Relay for Life is an
cvernight event designed
to· celebrate cancer sur..
vivorship and raise
money to help the
American Cancer
Society save lives. It rec~
ognizes those who have
been touched by cancer,
and empowers ·individu..
als to fight back against
this disease.
During the event,

Continued on page 8
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The 2004 Relay for Life committee, along with Dr. Eakin, proudly hold u~ the Relay for Life
banner as they make the first lap. Join in the celebration as Relay for LIfe 2006 gears up
tonight.

Facebook,· friend or foe?
people bringing it to our attention. rather
By Pete Zeigler
then seeing if someone's up to anything".
Staff Writer
Unlike other colleges and universities, Eakin
Bryant - Used by nearly every student on
says that he doesn't like the idea of using
Bryant's campus and throughout nearly
Facebook as a monitoring tool for students
every college in the United States, Facebook
and their behavior. Eakin then goes on to
is without question, an extremely popular
say that, "When we're presented with things
s~cial networking tool. However, with most it puts us in a different position". Eakin
new trends, problems ang criticisms arise.
came to this decision so as "to respect stuFacebook has increasingly become used by
dents' privacy", and "the fact that they (seuemployers, public safety officials, police offidents) are adults and have the right to make
cers, administration, and faculty at
many colleges across the country.
This has resulted in students not getting jobs due to their employers . "
screening Facebook accounts, resident
assistants losing their jobs, parties
~l$jOcnln!tD..~~~ptOp.~)IX\6l~"fCDIiegH.
being busted, and multi pIe schools
w.'"',.""'dy"'!"'*l'1'Thof_ ....... lblbwhg.a-oolo:
have begun using Facebook to incriminate people for violating school poli.
cies.
In fact, Facebook is being used by
officials right here at Bryant.
Recently, a Facebook party invitation
sent to a Resident Director brought
• Slf.twmtrptOP.ttyOlJfic'..hrXll
attention to a party happening on
• rnt.h:utYbt .. n'r'Ot)"c .....
..t.OotUpyot.r1i'Iff'dt•• ..,.
campus and it was qUickly broken up.
.s....wiJt.!ellUlflCJ1-of!lOA"Ja:}MNtwtrl:
Since anyone with a Bryant issued eT.....t"""IoJd,<id<_ .. ~.tI\'WhonI.t...,rlgll_.""'''''I:9n.
mail address can create a Facebook
account, various members of the faculty, staff, DPS, and Residence Life
have. Among Resident Directors that
have created Facebook accounts,
whether active or not, include
www.fBceboo/(.com
Amanda Veitch, Matt Alarie, Tim
Touchette, and Amanda McKenna.
Facebook has connected millions, but has
After investigation of these Facebook it gone too far?
profiles, it appears. that the RDs at
Bryant are using it for good reason as "an
some of these decisions for themselves" in
online directory that connects people
regards to what they post on their Facebook
through social netvv:orks at schools" much as
accounts.
was the intended use when Facebook
Where some schools have sought to
founder Mark Zuckerberg created it.
enforce campus alcohol policies on students
~i1e other schools have used Facebook
through the use of Facebook pictures, both
as a tool to charge students on campus with
Eakin and George Coronado, Chief of the
policy violations. or to actively break up parDeparnnent of Public Safety disagre~ with
ties, the overall consensus at Bryant is that
that policy. It appears that Bryant Wlll most
this is not the case. According to VP of
likely never plan to use it as a way of enforcStudent Affairs, Dr. Thomas Eakin, Bryant
ing campus alcohol policy. "If there is a
has "taken the approach that when we
become aware of issues with Facebook, its
Continued on page 4
It:lutMIA4T~II:t;

Check out
the Library
By Greg Hirshorn
Assistant Variet), Editor
The Bello Center is used by students on
campus for group meetings Or just as a quiet
place to read a book that is required for a class.
The library contains things in it that some students walk past every day without ever recognizing what is there.
Beyond the many services that the library
has to offer, there are displays throughout the
library available if you have a chance to look at
them. The terracotta warriors, which were
acquired by President Machtley in 2005, are
found in the display case right when you enter
the iibrary. These are not just any old searues
placed in a case just to fill space, on the con.trary, they are pieces of art with a fascinating
history behind them.
When a group of three Chinese farmers
were digging their land back in 1974 to build a
well, one of the farmers dug up the head of one
of the terracotta warriors. The digging continued and what was found was an army of 8,099
warriors who were guarding the tomb of Qin
Shi Huang, who was the first emperor of China.
The warriors were built around his tomb
because the emperor felt that these warriors
would protect him after his death. The entire
infantry unit is facing toward the former enemy
territory of China, separating the enemies from
the tomb of the emperor. In 1980, excavators
found models of four horse-driven chariots,
which were located about 20 meters west of the
infantry.
Qin Shi Huang was an emperor who burned
all books because he believed that the ignorant
were far easier to rule than the educated. His
leadership skills were very strong as he made sev
eral huge and vital changes possible for China.
The three main values the emperor put into
place were the standardization of measurement
units, the unification of Chinese characters, ane
lastly the standardization of the Chinese currency.
All of the soldiers that were built are unique

Continued on page 4
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Big Brothers
of Bryant U Diversity
&
Big Brothers of RI's
Second Annual Corvette Raffle
The goal of Big Brothers of Bryant University is to
develop mentor relationships between the university's male
population and fatherless boys in the communities that
surround Bryant.
. Over a dozen Bryant University students, faculty and staff members
currently mentor Little Brothers in the near by Rhode Island towns

Big Brothers is looking for male, students, faculty and staff
.
members to become Big Brothers
Join Big Brothers and make a difference in a child's life

Interested in a NEW
CORVETTE or $50,000?
Try your luck in the Big Brothers of Rhode Island Second
Annual Corvette Raffle. The cost of a ticket is $50
To purchase tickets or to donate to Big Brothers of Rhode
Island call (401)-432-9955
*If buying a ticket please mention you learned of the raffle through this ad*

For more information on becoming a Big Brother cQnta<;t
Brandon Ruotolo at bar2@bryant.edu

DRUG
APR 11 2006-Tuesday at 06:00
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: Assisted Smithfield Police in serving a warrant to student.
ASSAULT
APR 12 2006-Wednesday at 01:33
Location: Town of Smithfield
Summary: SPD reports a student was assaulted at Box Seats in Smithfield. One student
arrested.
POLICE INFORMATION
APR 12 2006-Wednesday at 03.:00
Location: OFF CAMPUS
Summary: SPD called stating a Bryant student
had allegedly threatened someo'ne at the comfort suites with a knife. SPD responding on
campus DPS assisting:
EMTCALL
APR 12 2006-Wednesday at 20:20
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER /

GYM/MAC

DRUG ACTIVITY
APR 12 J006-Wednesday at 21 :33
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A request for assistance with possible drug activity. SPD has one subject in custody.
EMTCALL
APR 13 2006-Thursday at 22:04
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of an injured leg. EMS
was activated.
VANDALISM
APR 14 2006-Friday at 02:01
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A reported sliding glass door was
shattered.

FIRE
APR 14 2006-Friday at 13:50
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of smoke coming from the
air conditioner unit in the room old study
lounge. System repaired u.larm reset.

VANDALISM
APR 17 2006-Monday at 15:31
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A caller advises the windo~ next to
door broken.
EMTCALL
APR 17 2006-Monday at 23: 17
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student advised DPS that he had'
just been electrocuted while plugging·
. in a lamp. EMS was activated.
BIAS INCIDENTS None reported
To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to www.brvant.euu/bills
or call the Bias Incident Hotline at x6920
Bias related incident - a threatened, attempted, or completed
action that is motivated by bigotry and bias regarding a person's
real or pCI'ccived race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, or gender status. Examples (If these incidents include name calling, offensive language/acts, and
grafliti/bchavioJ:
.
Bias is reported onl\' ir investigation reveal!. sufficient ilbjecth:c
facts to lelld II rellsonabk andprudcnl pcrsull to conriudc that the
Ilff"IIUt'r'x lIctions nere llIotivillt'U. ill \\ holt' ur ill paJ·!. by bias.

Summary: Report of an injured pers.dn. EMS
\vas activated.
~

_ _......~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,_.'" ·0,,-.........,,-
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"Relocating to another city" RUCKUS Update
Career Services hosts
another Senior
Dinner Series
By Meghan Hanlon

Editol'in-Chief
Bryant - If you are considering relocating
after graduation, here is "a note from the
:hiropractor... put heavy items in small boxes
)0 they are easier to carry." This tip is just
one of many that Career Services presented
::luring their Senior Dinner Series,
"Relocating to Another City".
So jf you are considering moving, keep in
mind the United States is big and there are
many different opportunities. To help ease
the stress, start by narrowing down the
;earch to a specific country or region. Having
trouble narrowing down the search? A useful
rool, "Find your spot," located ar
http://www.filldyourspot.com will offer
potential locations after the completion of a
quick online test.; Questions about aren,
interests, activities, lifestyle, nnd ,economics
all help to narrow down the search to specit~
ic cities.
Before you pack lip your bags, there nre

By Sr~vcn Demers

three factors to consider: the cost of living,
the environment, and transportation. You
want to make sure YOll can not only afford
this dty, bur can afford the lifestyle YOll want
to live in the dty. When considering the
environment, do not just look at the weather, but also if the clIlrure suits YOli and the
proximity to family and friends.
Transportation not only includes the com'enience of public transportation bur other tnwel options such as the distance to the nearest
airport. A great tip is to start by making a list
,of things YOti believe are imporrant and
make slIre the dries you are looking at fit the
criteria.
Reading the localncwspaper, researching
the city's Chambers of Commerce, or exploring near by Colleges/Universities will also
provide more information abollt the dty.
These items are also a great source to check
our rent and eillployment. On n side note,
there are more advertisements for rent on
weekends versus weekdays. Newspapers
online can be found at newspapers.cmn.
One of the biggest rools at yOtlr disposal
is networking. Tnlk to friends, family, nlumni, or Professional Associations abollt your
plans. This may lead to new contacts and
more resources abollt the dty. Once you do

SWffWl'itt'l'
Just Over ('\\'0 wecks ago Bryant
University announced they had struck it
deal with RUCKUS, a free and Icgal
music downloading servicc. This service
provides Bryant students with access to
over 1.5 million songs. Sincc irs inception, this service has gcnerated n widc
range of opinions on campus.
Thc biggest complaint on campus is
music downloaded on RUCKUS can
not be transfl'rred to an iPod. This is a
result of Apple nor licensing their dil~i
tal rights management (DRM) technology to any company. DRM is the Clll'ryption software legal downloading services
usc ro enSUre mcdia files are nor illegally shared. Apple has creatcd their own
DRM tcchnology and has decided not
to share it, therefore music files downloaded on RUCKUS cannot be played
on an iPod.
Even with this inconvcnience, many
Bryant students havc still downloaded
RUCKUS. According to a RUCKUS
spokeswoman, 1,227 Bryant students
have downloaded their program as of
this week.
Freshllllll1 Stevc Rosenblum is onc of

Continued on page 4

the students who downloaded
RUCKUS. flc likcs the se!"vice, bur still
thinks it could be betrer.
"l rhink thar Rt ICKt IS is a wonderful websitc. Ilowc\,cr, I wish thar we
wOllld be able to download the mo\'ics
tt)!" frec as well," he said.
At this time a $14.99 Sl'lllestcr fcc is
rcquired to download mo\'ies and telc\,ision shows on RUCKUS. Whilc
RUCKUS has no plans ro eliminate this
fcc, they havc rccently made many
changes ro their Sl'ITkl'.
In August 200S, Amerkan llnin'rsity
in Washington D.C. dmpPl'll RUCKUS
due to rhl'ir dissatist;lction with rill'
service. ShorrIy "(tL'r thill ann()Un~'l'
llIent, IU ICKl IS managclIlent
rcvampl'd their lI11'dia pIaYl'r and
changl·d their owrall business mOlk'1.
Impro\'cml'ntll lih' this ha\'(' hdpl'd
RUCKUS grow as a company.
Currcntly, their servicl' is a\'ailablt' in 52
schools aLTOSS the cOllntry.
Thefe afC lllany Srudl'lHs at Bryant
University who hope rh:1I RllCKl IS
continues to make changes to illlpww
thdr sCfvicL'. [n th~ llIeantiIllL', rh~ jury
is still out to sce whether IU Il :KlIS
becom~~ n StlL'Cl':;S 01' n fililurl' on this
campus.

Class of 2007
Senior Class Gift Committee Chair
Are you organized, energetic, and have an outgoing personality?
Are you willing to take on the challenge of beating last year's Senior
Class Gift total?
If you've answered yes to each of these questions, you could be
selected to serve on the Senior Class Gift committee. This is a
highly visible volunteer position that demands Significant time
commitment, reliability, and considerable responsibility. Finalists will
be chosen on the basis of an interview with the Selection Committee
(comprised of Senate, Development, and Student Affairs).
Serious can.didates only!
To arrange an interview, please submit your application to the
Development Office, 1st floor Unistructure by May 1, 2006,
Interviews will be sef once applications are reviewed. For fiJrther
information, please contact Shannon Maldonado,
Senior Class Gift Coordinator' at
232-6173 or smaldona@bryant.edu

2006 SENIOR CLASS GIFT
·2006 Senior Class Gift Campaign
www.bryantedu/classglft
Name

StudentlD*

Yesl I would like to give to the 2006 Senior Class Gift
Campaign by offering my Freshman Housing Deposit!

Address

Please accept my pledgeot.

1 Full pledge (100% of deposit balance)
1$100.1$75

1 $50

1 Other $_ __

Payment Options:

Senior Class Gift Campaign
, Bryant University
Development Office
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917

CIty/statejZJp

Thank you! Your gift brings us one step
closer to reaching our 500/0 participation
goal and ensuring renovation of a classroom in the Unistructure.
*Your gift will be matched $ for $ by David
Weinstein, Executive Vice President of Fidelity and
current Bryant Trustee.
*Receive a $10 off coupon toward your degree
frame with a gift of $20.06 or more

E-mail

*Also, join us at the Finale Event on
Monday, May 15, 2006 6-8 p.m. in the
Stepan Grand Hall.

1 Cheek payable to BlYant University memo: 2006 Senior Class Gift
Please charge my: 1 VIsa 1 Mastercard ? AmElt
Tllank)IDUl Look for}OUflllllltOIl ourHollorIlD"OII041rWe~sltel JoIn lIS at tile F1tIaIe EwIItOil

M-.,., Milf 15,2008 e.a p.m.ln the Stepan GllIncI Hili.

Account.

EltplrationDate

,-n_.

LEGAL STATEMENT The information you provide will boused for University business and' will not be released unless required bv law, To r.vi.-w "",,, ...
Doultlas Pike, Smithfielli. 11.1. 02917, All 'fts are lax deductible as resented by law,

"~"

..... ,JniveBity Advanc.men~ 1150

For more information and updates go to
www.bryant.edulc1assgift
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Facebook
fortunate". -But on the other
Continued from page 1
hand, there have been other probphotograph of a bunch of people
lems among Bryant students,
drinking but of cups or bottles
though few. Student Senate
that is not evidence of a.nything.·
President Brian Levin has
YOll can't tell what's in the bottle",
observed members of Bryant
Eakin says.
' "specifically targeting other memChuck Stanley, the Assistant
bers in the form of hate groups".
Director of Residence Life prefers
Cases like this will most likely
not to use Fncebook. On the topic result in a conversation or meeting
of ROs having knowledge of parwith the individual by a member
ties, Stanley blames the students
of the Residence Life staff, said
that post parries on Facebook. "It
Chuck Stanley.
is the start of a problem-bringing
Like many employers would
in friends of friends and guests"
feel, Dr, Eakin expresses his opinand other unknown students to
ion on the issue of employers findpllrties. While Stanley does not
ing a way to utilize Facebook to
have a Facebook account, he says
hire those with sound character: "I
that racebook is a good tool for
suspect that employers would react
RAs to keep in touch with their
a lot like me in the sense'that if I
residents.
find out that there was some conBrian Levin, Student Senate
cern and I was a prospective
president', compares students postemployer, I V:'oulq, feel a duty to
ing negative messages or the adverexplore that Issue .
tising of illegal social gatherings
One may ask, wha t is the best
through Facebook with the conway to shield against anybody who
cept of students posting flyers and
you would rather not have see your
posters outside of the Bryant
profile? Dr. Eakin says it best,
Center or the Unistructurc. "You
when he states that, "It comes
wouldn't use that (the Bryant
down to the extent that can you
Center) as a means of advertising",
apply good common sense and
Levin. says and "it is just like the
sound judgment to hQW it's going
side of the Bryant Center-a public
to be used and what you're going
{arum". "We have ta remember as
,
to be doing with it".
a DPS point of view that w.hen
Students should remember to
they have information ta believe
use common sense when posting
that there is a potential violation
information and pictures on their
that it is their job to act on it",
Facebook profiles, regardless of
Levin says.
'
whether Bryant University is acting
Has Facebook created a probOn that informatioh. Nearly, anylem on Bryant's campus?
body can get their hands on a
Coronado says that "no situations
Facebook profile, and it is probarelated directly to Facebook have
bly Desttej' play the gamesaJely and
happened" and the school is. "very
think about what you are doing.

Library updates

Career
Services

Continued from page 1
placed in different poses with different hair styles and facial expressions, Some of these warriors are still buried and there is a consrant
effort to bring them to the surface. This is a very delicate pr~cess in
an attempt to make sure that none of these precious pieces ot an arc
daillaged during the digging.

Cont'd from page 3
llwke your final decisions,
do not forger to: fill out a
fonvanling address slip,
change your driver's license,
change your \'I:hide infc>r111arion, and open a new bank
account in YOLlr new city.
As YOli prepare for the
adventure in your new city,
keep in mind YOlldu not
have to pack everything at
once and once you arrive
yotl do nor need to unpack
everything at once.
Relllelllbl:r to do (me room
at a time, ensuring less stress
nnd more efficiency. By
plnnning ahead 'lOll can aile·
viate rhe stress that comes
illong with Illoving. For more
gre;1t tip~, check our
http://www.jobwcb,colll.
This site has illtlmnatioll
ahour job search and relncation. Ai:;o, consider checking
nut YOllr nearest bookstore
tc)r the "Newcomer's
Handbook for moving to ... "
wherever your plalls rake
you!

Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30-5:00
Saturday 7:30-12:00

Bryant's yearbook ,staff wants you!

Applica+illlS- dua Wadllas-day
Apflil26+h
To Student Acti.itin Ofticl

Ozntu~
West Realty
Adam S. Toback
Real Estate Consultant
UTrust Toback"
161 Mt. Auburn St.
Watertown, MA 02472
P: 617.926.5280 :<247

401-231-4830
375 Farnum Pike, Smithfield R~
Less Than a Mile from the Bryant Campus

..

Take Photos?
\IIr ite Star ies?
DeSign Layouts?

SERVING THE GREATER
BOSTON AREA

A&WTIREAND
SERVICE
Complete Auto and Truck Repair

..

ffll"iiiJ
,

F: 617.926.0544
C: 617.319.2177

[H

Email: adam@century21west.com

The finest c~mp1iment I can ever receive is the referral
of your friends, family and business associates
Thank You For Your Trust

BRYANT ALUMNI CLASS OF '96

Oil Changes always $12.95
wi Student ID
19.95 wi Faculty ID
Prices do riot include tax & $1.95 disposal fee

Flat Repairs are
always FREE
for the Staff &
Student Body

Mon••", May • .aI...._m
OffIce of c.... s-vices PMs'hout a

ajobPllt
developed the
at long at you haVe
to do it!

t'1 ot< to gradUd'e \Ut fful Job ,.arch. We'" teach you how
.. '11t to condUCt a fU(Cfl

For Information and Appointments
email:JohnCillAWTire.necoxmail.com

J"I

•

I

WITHOUT THIS WORKSHOP.
DON'T ORADUA TE,
__"" "",.--."r""'"
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PricewaterhouseCoopers maintains its
presence here at Bryant University
By Ryan Daley

ship; however the most frequent ,'isitor to
campus remains to be Pwc. Together,
these .tour firms are dubbed "The Big
Four.
Billler joined PwC in 1976 and became II
The curiosity of the student body who
partner in 1985. j-Ie·has scn'cd n:; n gklbal
see the unique connected-thinking adverengagement and alldir pnrtJ1('r, ns th~
tisements on the back page of The Archway
Managing Pnl'tner for,rhe finn':;
or who overhellr students chatdng about
Entertainment and Media PmctiL'c, liS well
the xTAX competition, all reinforce Olie
:lS ri)(.' Glohnl C,,·ChHinmm of th~
thing: PricewaterhouseCoopers has a
Consumer and Industrial Products
strong presence on campus. PwC Boston
Industry Practice. His leadcrship experipartner, Bob Calabro (Bryant '88), often
ence wirh in the firm, has allowl'd him ro
visits campus for informational sessions,
share what he tccls is important in a
career'fairs, and internship events.
k'adcr with Bryant srudents. Al'l"Oltnring
However, on Friday April 7, 2006, PwC
Association president, Thomm; Bal'yski
Vice Chairman Charles Ba Her joined
'06, commented "[Bfluer's] visit helped
Calabro to meet with srudems and admin·
BrYfllll studenrs understand the srrntegies
istrators to learn about Bryant University
and services prOVided by PwC from a manas well as relay il1formation abom PwC
agement perspective."
and where the accounting industry is .
The visit to Bryant University was
headed.
prompted by PwC to get a better feel for
PwC, the largest profeSSional services
one of their largest recruiting schools in
firm in the world with moore than 130,000
employees in 148 countries, offers employ- . New England. Josh Johnson, '06, who will
be joining p,,;C in Boston this tall, recalled
melit ar'1d irtternship opportunities in tax,
Bauer mentioning "45 Bryant students
assurance, and advisory services for
will be joining the PwC community this
accounting concentl'ators. PwC's dedic!'!,
summer as full time associates or interns."
tion to Bryant has allowed the firm ro
Josh added "I think it is Rppro'priare that
expand its network of Bryant Alumni, and
PwC is the dominant face of Rccoi.mting
their availability tor current students, as
on campus, becanse they hire a signifkant
well as allows Bryant to expand opportuni.
amount of studentsfrom Bryam." Every
ties tor current Accounting, Finance, and
year, Bryant graduates find employmenr
IT concentrators. The other three major
with PwC from Boston to New York to
accounting firms in the industry include
Washington DC. Brian Gibrec. '06,
Deloitte, Emst & Young, and KPMG.
interned at PwC's tax practice and comThese major accounting firms come to
mented "It is good that PwC has made a
Bry.tnt for information sessiol'iS and
great commitmem to recrUiting students
encourages sntdenrs to apply for internOpinion Editor

All kids' need
someone who can
help them achieve
their hopes and

dream's ...
You can help.
Rf Mentoring Partnership
Feinstein Mentor Network

Interested in becoming a Mentor??
Contact Arlene McNulty (401) 732-7700
or email amcnulty@rimentor.org
For more information 'check out www.rimentor.org

willlw joining PwC full time after
completion of graduarc school.
l\vC's frcqm:nr prl'SC1KC on
campus allows t()f smdents to meet
parnwrs such as Bob Calabro on n
pcrsonal It'wI. A relationship :Hlch
as this allows swdl'nts to haw ,111
easier tiBIt' inref\'it'will!t with rhe
firm, and nlsll givcs stu'Jents a
more t{)cllsl'd look to df..'ddl' if rill'
Clllturl' of Oill'. firm is right t{)r
them. Johnsoll slx)h' about rhe
importanre of otlll'l' accounting
finn:; lll''.~ing ffeqt\(.'nt \'isit~ al
campus, bt'catlse ,
Priccwarcrhnusl'C.:oopl.'l's llIay not
be the he$! fif for all Bryant mldenrs." Baryski also reircnltl'd the
tiler that "it is also imporranr t~)r
Bryant smdents to have contact
with the other Big Thrl'l' .lll wdl."
. Gihree belit'\'c:o;, "lr would lK' gO{H.I
jf the orlwr thrcl' wefe on camptls,
bur thL'Y would need to make a
commirnll'llt m n.'n·uiting students
like Pwc,"
Many rabm'd individuals grad·
uate from Bryant's aCL'ollntil1g pro..
flIw.nlO'''''''''''C,Y'''''''Q
gram each YI..'ar. Rcgardk·:o;s of
which firm rhL'se graduates arc
Photo taken from Archway archives attracted to, it is dear through the
high dellland t()r Bryant lltlllk'llts
One of the numerous
that The Big FOllT haw a high
PricewaterhouseCoopers ads that ran in
regard tt)r Bryanr's accounring pro·
The Archway
gram.
from Bryanr. This is what gives them such
a dominant presence on campus." Gibrce

. April 2 I, 200(
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The Water's Way

Duke Lacrosse: Innocent· until Proven Guilty
By Alan Waters
Staff Writer
Innocent until proven guilty.
Those are the words that our governmental COllft systems are
based on. That statement is what
upholds our laws and is what
COLIn offichlls are supposed to
follow. In recent news that does·
n'r seem rhe case·.
The Duke Men's lacrosse
telllll was recently in the news
not so much r()r their otltsmnding play and national rank, but
for something rhllt occurred on
March 17th that sliould have
never happened. But what hap.
pened that night is still not
known and the truth is, the
whole story may never be known.
The story that is being heard now
is, a female African American college student was hiredalOllg with
II friend to perform at a house off
the campus of Duke University.
The hOllse WllS owned by lacrosse
players who paid the women for
their services. The women were
under the impression that they
would be performing for a bachelor parry and the crowd would
not be that big. When they
showed lip there were over 45
people there. The two women
were then split up from each
other and the young woman was
forced into a room by three white
males. They proceeded to force
the young woman down and rape

guilty. Right after the incident a
her. The women hHer on were
silent on the issue and approach
seen at a convenience store where
the isslIe collectively. They have
letter was released by one player
hired lawyers to aid them in makthat was very vulgar and in the
they were calling for help and
finally reported theincident.
The attorney general,
Mike Nifong, has taken
on the case and believes
that something did occur
that night. He feels that
the Duke Lacrosse team
has done something
wrong, and that there will
be charges pressed. The
Duke Lacrosse team has
also refused to go public.
on the issue and remains
silent. This has been
looked down upon by
many and is being llsed as
a "look they must be
guilty" perspective. That
may not be rheright way
to look lipan the issue
however. Yes indeed some
at:
th~ mel: may ~e guilty .'
Photo provided by www.dmboyer13.com
of thts ternble cnme, and If
.
so, should and will be pun- The Duke lacrosse team has been under investigation since a 27ished fully for the.ir actions. year-old woman accused three men of rape which allegedly
~lIt why be so '!ulck to
occurred in the lacrosse house on March 13th
Jump on the gUIlty band,
wagon?
.
eventually led to the resignation
Take a look at both perspecing the right decisions. How bad
of an amazing Duke Lacrosse
tives. These young men are in the would it look for not only the
coach. Maybe these players are
llge range of 18·23 and are getting players, but for their families and
trying to make the right decisions
national attention for a very seriDuke University if the student
ous isslle. This is an issue that is
athletes came out bashing the
and think their actions through.
The past has proven that they
not tolerated in our society and
media and this young woman, to
in the end could put three of
claim that they are innocent? If
have not been successful coming
these young men in jail. They
out.and defending themselves
that were to occur even more
immediately. Yet everyone sees
have together decided to stay
people would believe they are

Why Would Anyone
Want to Poison Themselves?
What
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. the hiring of lawyers as an inunc·
diate signal that they are guilty.
Maybe they are just trying to see!
advice on an issue that ilone of
them ever considered they would
be involved with.
I am not by any means saying
they are innocent, but I am also
i10t saying any of them are guilty.
I simply feel that thes.e young
men have been thrown out to se:
for the fact they haven't publicly
come forward on the issue. As a
student athlete, I can respect the
fact that these athletes have stud
together through this issu~. Aftet
all, their teaminates are probably
the only ones that can relate to
them with an issue like this. In a
sense your team is your family
you have a trust and respect for
one another. They are finding
safety with the only people they
know they can relate to. I do feel
that they must soon come torward and address this issue. This
will inevitably be done, considering an indictment of the three
young men has been made this
week. Answers will start to arise
and we will get to the bottom of
the issue. When we do get to the
bottom of this issue, answers will
be given and the trUth will be
told. Until then we must respect
the fact that our country is based
on individuals being innocent
until proven guilty, not the other
way around.
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Volleyball court revived

~'iellt to revitalize th,e volleyball
court in the new townhouse vil.
Staff Writer
lage."
With donations from the
-.Jew Townhouse Village. Despite
Student Senate and Residence
he rain, thunder! and the manuLife of $1000 and $500 res}.iec·
tllabor, 25·30 seniors along with
tively! we were ali our way to a
nembers of the student senate
ihowed up at what used to be the new sand volleyball court.
Seniors pulled out long
!olleyball court down by the new
weeds, a lot of acorns, and large
ownhouses last Thmsday.
amounts of moss from the old
The court has not been used
court in hopes to have everything
n awhile and therefore resulted
ready for the upcoming weekend.
Some were even climbing
the fence to help with the
dean lip process, "It was
great to see both members
of the townhouse village lmd
senators work rogether to
benefit our community,"
says Levin.
.
Ken Parson llnd Bob
L-lwton from fadlitie~ were n
big help in providing the.
Slll1d and tools to make the
project a StIccess. The sand
Ph t
'd db L' M r
is in tact real beach sa nd!
• 0 0 provl e . y IZ 8g TOne Lighting will lliso be providStudents joaned forces last
. ed so that students will be
Thursday to renovate the old vol- able to play dUring night
leyball court in the· new townhams.
house village.
"I'm glad that the .20052006 senate and sel1lors were
to
leave a lasting contribu·
able
in the large amount of weeds and
tion to Bi-yant's campus which
overgrown rnoss.
will be commemor:'tted by a sign
President of the Student
thanking them for their effort,"
Senate. Brian Levin states! "After
said Levin.
the senate was contacted by conSo come down to the new
cerned students about the loss of
townhouses and spend your last
the upper campus volleyball.
few weeks at Bryant outside play.
court we joined forces with resi~
ing volleyball with all your
dence life and facilities managefriends.
By: Sara Halpin
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The Water's Way: Christmas in April?
homer. The new sweater is fitting nicely. Alex
Gonzalez is replacing Edgar Renteria which should
be enough said, bur irs like trading rhe doll your
Christmas in April? That doesn't make sense, or
wacky aunt gave YOll with your sister who somehow
does it! SlIre there is 110 snow, as of right now, and
got a new "ideo game. Face it, Renteria didn't
the trees and grass are srarting t<.) regain some lite,
belong with the Sox, he belongs in the National
but in a sense it seems that Christmas has come
league and WI.: have a porential gold glovc winner
again to some in April, April lIlt to be
now. Mike Lowell is replacing Rill MlIcllcr,wl1O did
exact. The start of another year of
r--~--__- - - - - - ' nothing bur pcrftmn tI.lr tIS, so
America's greRr pastime has brought
thM':; II tough one, ir's like replacing
another "holiday" for baseball fans.
,\11 old glove rhat worked well with
For many, Opening day is the
.mother one that YOll know work:;
bur will han' to win you over. I
Christmas of the spring, irs when all your
"presents can finally be opened and
mean Lowell knows how to play
played with and shown off for all to sec".
ball but he roo is 1\11 oilier glow getFor the Red Sox, this is definitely the
ring warn down. Bronson Arroyo
wa:; traded ttlr Willy Mo Pena,
case. April Christmas, as it will now be
called has brought much excitement to
which is lih' gNring rid of that :;kinrhe Red Sox Nation and rhe Sox certainly L_"'::~!!!!~_.-J ny wiffle ball hat thar worked hard
didn't get too much coal this YCllr, besides
Photo provided by klx.com fl.w you and produced bur nt'vel'
could fir in rht' right way, with a big·
David Wells pitching for us again but tllM •
is a different story. Sanra ClclllS, who has Time for another
gel', I1l'Wl'r hat tl~at you jll:;t Ill'l'd to
been played by Theo Epstein and Mrs.
Championship?
know how to USl' and l'lll1trol. TI1l'11
ChillS, phiyed by Larry Lncchino, have
Sanra renlly gil\,!.' YOll something you
delivered many new toys to the clubhouse·. Ench
nCL'dl'li. That new X-Box 160 <1.k.lI losh Be...kt'tt thai
nor evcryom' has yet ana you'rl' on~' of the lucky
new toy brh1gs new excitement to all already exciting Fenway Park. We 10:;;£ a tew key players from last
ones that got it (got to love Santa and I gut':.'iS Mr:;.
year, or some of our old favorite toys if yOIl keep the Chnts too). It was ,m rhl.' TOp of your list and rhings
Christmas theme. But we have certainly replaced
couldn't have worked out better, I Ie's ;-0 and thl'
them with new talem, or new improved toys. Coco
best part is he is in the third spot in the Rotarion.
Crisp has rCl)iaced perhaps ollr favorite old toy,
The kid knows how to play and bring:! your other
Johnny Damon who will be missed, but Crisp can
video games! the rest of the rotation, up ro the ehalbe looked :H as the newest fastes~ toy car on the
lenge of being one of the best Rotations in
Baseball. You're tl1(.' elwy of all yOllT classmates such
market. He- has better speed, a berter arm, and .better range than Johnny and is getting better everyday, as the Yankees, Bille Jays, Orioles, heck the. whole
Better yet. he is still very young. Yes we will miss a
entire league. You lldd these major gifts with llll
bigger bat at the top of the lineup but look for
those great stocking sruffers such as Tavarez, Riske!
Crisp to be at the top of Runs Scored this year.
Youkilis, who is finllily II starter, J.T. Snow, llnd rhe
Mark Loretta is replacing Tony Oraffanino, which is old toys that haven't let YOll down, ~lI1d your Spring
like replacing that sweateryour.grandmother gave
Christmas is pretty solid. All yot! can do now is wait
you that you liked but just wanted something a .lit-,
for another nice I lam Dinner that mom has been
de "newer"; rhe guy has already hit a walk off
working all. or what some people like to call n
World Series Championship:

By Alan Waters
StaffWl'itt.'r
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Telemarketing Position
Wall Street Mortgage Associates
located in North Smithfield, RI.
!r--------~-~-~----------------,

!At -. ·flon Students:!
:

____ ______________
_______
Secure
Your Summer,Job
Now . :

L_~

~

~

Telemarketers wanted for expanding mUlti-state
mortgage company. Good verbal skills required; hourly
plus commission. Bi-Iingual a plus.
Call 401-597-5540.

~

Apartment for Rent
Must be at least 1.8 years of age. No experience necessary.. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a
.. fast paced autor:nated environment

Potential to earn. $14.55 hr incentive pay; (.12.60/hr to start)!

Providence (Elmhurst Area)
3-4 Bedrooms, Laundry on site, No pets allowed,
Available June 1,2006. For moretnfo,
. please call 401-597-5541.

HELP WANTED

$1.00/hr shift differential!
Opportunity to qualifY for end of summer bonus
(Average student b~nus =$400)

Great schedules to. choosefrorn! .
3 days off p·er w~ek!.!.(8 hour shifts)

.

• .
4 days ciffperwe~.k!!·(tOor 12 hour shifts)
.o~

Day, .eve~ing, and n.ightstiifts available
,

.

Don'twait!lntefvi~w·riO\N. for summer positions! Train. part time
now to. bereadyforsummerlWe "Viii wo.rkaround your school
schedule!

-

Sales/Retail: Hot, all new state pf the art Lincoln
Tanning Salor:-, some experience preferred. '
$8-10/I1r, flexible hours, call right now- Jen 225·
9754

HELP WANTED
Serious college web-preneurs required for my
www.kanosis.com. as founderlinvestor I can put you
at the top of the food chain with forced matrix
marketing. rbeatrice@ultratust.com 508-429 ..0011
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Relay for
Life 2006
Continued from page 1

~

RELAY
FOR LIFE.,

teams keep at least one team member on the
track at all times until the morning. Each
participant has raised about $100 to date;
however, some individuals have collected
amazing sums exceeding $1,000!
Although the relay is for a serious cause,
tonight's festivities will be nothing short of
amusing. This year the Relay for Life will
have a Hawaiian theme which will include
six bands for entertainment throughout the
night. There will be a midnight softball
game, arts and crafts projects, and even a cos'
tume competition. The event will kick off
. this afternoon at 4: 15 PM with an honorary
lap around the track in recognition of cancer
survivors, then the relay will continue
throughout the night in celebration.
Participants will have a barbecue, campout
all night in tents, and win prizes.
. One of the most-memorable ceremonies,
the Luminarias Ceremony, will take place at
9:00 PM. Hundreds of candles will be lit in
memory of lives lost from cancer as well as
patients currently struggling with cancer.
People of the Bryant community have
bought these Luminarias and decorated
them to acknowledge cancer victims close to
them. All of the proceeds from the
Luminarias go to research, education, and
advocacy of the American Cancer Society.
Every participant. will help in accelerating
progress for a cure and support programs.
Relay for Life will conclude around 9:30
AM and awards will be given to the group
who has raised the most donations, the
group who has sold the most Luminarias,
and the most spirited team.
As a breast cancer survivor, Melissa
Etheridge, diagnosed with breast cancer in
October 2004, always believed she would win
her battle with breast cancer. On Valentine's
Day 2005, she celebrated the end of her
chemotherapy and radiation treatments by
performing onstage at the Grammy Awards.
Etheridge is a tw~time Grammy winner,
multi-platinum recording artist, mam, and
breast cancer survivor. Her latest Album,
"The Road Less Traveled," features a song
dedicated to breast cancer survivors called "I
Run for Life." She donates all record royal,
ties from that song to breast cancer charities.
That song will be performed tonight to bene'
fit the Relay for Life.
Relay for Life is the world's biggest
fundraising event, held at over 42001oca,
tions in the U.S. alone and raising over $300
million for cancer research. It was set in
motion in 1985 by an American Cancer
Society volunteer, Dr. Gordy Klatt, who put
on his jogging gear and headed for the local
track after a good friend of his, died of can'
cere One day later, Dr. Klatt had raised an
amazing $27,000 in sponsored donations for
the American Cancer Society. The actions of
one man in grief resulted in the world's most
long,lasting fundraiser for cancer research.
This year cancer will affect 1.3 million
Americans and claim more than half a mil,
lion lives. Almost everyone either knows
someone suffering from the disease or knows
a person who has lost a loved one due to
cancer. Relay for Life can truly make a differ,
ence because every donation helps with the
progress toward a cure. It is impressive to see
how many different groups across the Bryant
Campus come together in one night for a
great cause.

Survivor Series
More than a statistic
Liz Maglione
Class of 2006
Team: Senioritis
So the facts say that Cancer will strike more than 1.3
million Americans and will take more than half a million lives this year. But this data represents so much
more then just Americans; it represents mothers and
fathers, brothers and sisters, sons and daughters, girl.friends and boyfriends, college roommates and best
friends. These Americans are part of someone's family
or part of a close friendship. They are people who are
loved by others and either themselves, or their family
needs support and SUpp?~r is :w.here Rel~;Life comes
in.
.
Relay for Life is an opportunity to bring people
together. It is so much more then an all night walk
around the track. It is a time to celebrate sur.vivorship,
support those who are. currently affected by cancer and
remember those who we have lost to cancer.
I relay because cancer has affected my family in a per·
sonal way. My Uncle Tommy was diagnosed with stomach cancer in June of 2002.
When my family heard about the news we wanted to
do everything in our power to help him and his family.
Tommy was the father of three boys, my cousins, who
were 15, 12 and 10 years old at the time. Not only did
we want to support Tommy but my cousins as well. I
watched my family become very dose during this time
and support one-another.
In November of 2002 my family and friends came
together and organized a fundraiser for the three boys.
We raised over $150,000 for their education. It was a
.day of tremendous support; 1 have never seen a group of
people come together as I did that day.
After the fundraiser Tommy's health worsened and
he passed away on December 25, 2002; he was 41 years
old. It was a very hard time for my family, especially on
a holiday that normally we spent together celebrating.
The fundraiser we threw for my Uncle Tommy is
much like Relay for Life. It was an opportunity for
friends to come together and raise money to support a
common cause.
At Bryant, Relay for Life turns into a big overnight
party. It is designed to be a fun-filled night. It is a
chance to hang out with friends, laugh and have a good
time while enjoying crafts, food and music. Although
all of these things surround us all night, it is important
to remember the reason we are there in the first place.
We are there to provide support, support to our friends
and family, support to survivors and support to the
American Cancer Society in finding a CUre for cancer.

Why: dQJ,}1elay
For Life?

-

Sarah Campbell
Class of 2008
Team: Senate
I started participating in relay with a group of my
girlfriends in seventh grade. One of my young friends a
the time had heard about this great event and managed
to get a team and a few chaperones together to spend
the night raising money for the American Cancer
Society. It was an amazing experience and one of the
first community service projects I had ever been a part
of. I have been an active participant ever .since.
In high school I co-captained a team as our group
had- grown into two teams. When my mother was a
young child, she suffered from lymphoma cancer. In thl
2000 Relay for Life Walk I proudly watched my mother
walk the survivors walk with all the other people who
had survived or were fighting cancer. Relay For Life was
a huge event in my highschool where the field hockey
coach of almost 40 years, Coach Faith Littlefield, died
of lung cancer. When I got to Bryant, participating in
Relay was almost like a taste of home away from home.
Every year I light luminaries for those people that are s(
near to my heart who have fought the battIe.
I relay for my mother, Coach Littlefield, and all the
other people in my life that I have known who have
been affected by cancer. If it were not for events like
this and people raising money for cancer research, I
would not have had many of these influential people in
my life, inclUding my mother.
Relay for Life is an event that is very near to my
heart and even though I may not always be able to phy~
ically be there to walk the track, I continue to donate
and as spring time rolls around every year I always
think about the people, the reasons, that I Relay.

~ptll2I,
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RELAY FOR LIFE
Survivor Series
That's 'U'hy I relay
Philip Weiss
Class of 2008
Team:SM
Relay for life at Bryant has a different meaning for
:veryone. 1 have been fortunate enough in my lifetime
o never have a direct family member who was diaglOsed with cancer. However; 1 have seen both friends
rom home and friends here at Bryant who have lost
oved ones to the disease. A feeling of helplessness over:omes me every time I learn of someone who is either in
, battler or lost a battle to cancer. While I know I have
)een lucky enough not to feel the pain that my friends
lave felt first hand, I recognize the importance of doing
ny part to fight against this deadly disease.
1 relay because it is a great opportunity to not just
alk about doing something, but standing up and doing
ny part in a fight against this deadly disease. It's not
ust another Friday night at college. It's the one chance
'Ie have all year long for Bryant to unite in a worthwhile,
:ause and really make a difference. There is no greater ,
eeling then knowing you have been a part of something
hat will really make an impact on others. I'm inspired
)y those who continue to fight cancer everyday of their
ives, and the least I can do is show my support for them
m one night of the year. That's why I relay.

Hope
Sara Halpin
Class of 2006
Team: Senioritis
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Nine years ago my mom was diagnosed with
nelanoma, a type, of skin cancer. She battled with can:er for four years, however, thanks to treatments she is
lOW doing well.
My best friend's father was less fortunate and lost his
)attIe to lung cancer. It's unfair that not everyone can
)eat cancer.
it is times like Relay for Life that it's important for
:veryone to come together to support those who are sur'ivors, battling cancer, or the families who have lost a
oved one to cancer.'
The reason I relay is quite obvious, but I also relay
or those who are in need and to help raise money and
how support so that everyday more and more lives can
)e saved. It is my hope that with everyone's efforts there
vill soon be a cure for cancer.
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rparticipate because ..,.
Tiffany Wells
Class of 2006
Team: ISO

I participate in Relay for Life because cancer has
lffected the lives of those around me. My Grandmother
lied from lung cancer and my aunt had breast cancer. I
ake part in Relay for Life because I want to help and
lQpefully try to make a difference. Cancer has already
lffected the lives of those around me and will definitely
lffect millions of others' lives in the future. Hopefully
he money raised from Relay for Life will help discover
letter treatments for cancer'or someday, a cure.
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Nadine Grindell
Class of 2007
Team: SAA

)hotos provided by Brian Levin, Meaghan Toomey,
)asey Murray, Liz Maglione www.cancer.org
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Relay for Life is a time where the Bryant Community
:ets the opportunity to help a cause that has affected all
,f us whether it would be' directly or indirectly.
'ersonally, I am participating in this year's event for the
emembrance of my family member who has been affect:d by cancer.

Major donors include: Dunkin
Donuts, Coca Cola, Walgreens,
Sodexho, Run Enterprises, Pan era,
and Stop & Shop
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He's burned through his college fund and most of yours.
Extend your savings. and 'cover up to 100% of your education

costs'witl1 a·C8mpu$ Door student loan, featuring online
approval In less than a minute.

Write that down.:

C'
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VARIE1'Y
Dear JOt?,
I don't knoll' how oft,m YOll t?at in Saimallson imt" if yOH
art?-tiurt? as ofull as Ille, YOL! ha~'c noticed hoU' increasing·
ly crowded it hilS hecome. I knott' the Uniwrsity unds to
like to rake their time when addressing issltt?s (i.t? the
wirdt?ss on this wmpHs) hOH'ewr, this is fooel \(It? are tak·
ing ahout herd First, not t?noHgh uats ... ./ol' all tl't! kllOH'
lIt!xt th~re will not he eHough cheddar cheese 011 Taco

••• :J-{e'
By Joe Hansen
Va7:iety Editor

Thu1'scldy!
·1 hopt! the lloor is dean eno1lgh to t'at em

)ear Joe,
"m a senior here at Bryant and lluwe always been
lmazed at how clean the campus is kept. Howewr, li~'
ng clown in the townhouses this year, 1 fuwe noticed that
:he upkeep of tMt area is no tvhere near the iet1e/ of the
·est of the campus. It's disappointing becaust' it seems

Dear Clean Floor,
I do not frequent Sa/lllanson anymore now thM
I am a seniorj however, I have had to walk past the
seemingly never-ending line that t<'mns outside from
1 I:30-2pm everyday this year. r think rhis addresses
a Gigger issue than Taco Thursday. Bryanr is on a
path of growth, bur as YOll learn in business, you
need to increase your infrastructure prior to any
form of expansion. Bryant hns appeared to skip
over this step. It is physically impossible to increase
the campus population by over 100 people and
maintain the same infrasrructure. Many of YOll
were not here f()t the "old" Salmanson, although it
was not nearly as nice as the new one, it offered
more seating. So not only has the campus population increased, but the availability to seating in the
dining hall has decreased.
This is also the problem with the wireless internet, the school never meant for wireless to become
a substitute for hardwired, but rather complement
it when you were looking to work away from your
desk. Students now usc wireless as their only internet connection, but it was never meant to serve this
function, Now that students are looking to fully
utilize this technology, there should be steps taken
to accommodate that.
Bryant should definitely be looking at infrastructure expansions before they even consider anymore
growth.

-eflecti\,e of I3"yant's attitude toward anything that isn't
;een by p~rspecti{Je students. Do you notice this?
Who cares, it doesn't go in the brochure
Dear Who Cares,
I would have to agree with you, it does seem
:hat the area down at the townhouses is more neglected in the beautification department than the
rest of campus. However, I wouldclassit)r the townhouses as "non-public" areas of the campus, which
~lways tend to be neglected. Take for instance the
light pole that fell in the lot next to the Chafee
Center; this would NEVER have happened in a
more visible location on campus, I also think that
the school does this for a good reason, the purpose
of having a beautiful campus, and no one can deny
the fact that we do, is to attract prospective students
and other stakeholders. Perhaps though, there
could be a happy medium between yellow tulips
and bright green lawns, and brown, half dead bush,
es.
As tor the current state of the townhouses, I
think that Facilities does a decent job with trash
removal especially on Monday mornings. There is a
distinctly different feel to the townhouses with the
absence of nice green grass, or colorful flowers;
which leaves more of an industrial feel. The most
annoying thing to me living in the townhouses is
the presence of leaves, they have yet to be raked
from thefall, whereas the lawn by the library has
already been fertilized and roped off not to walk
O.n •. I think we aU_Cal) ag.ree wewo~tldliketo see
the area at the towi1hollses be a little more aesthetically pleasing, mayl?e not to the level of upper campus, but maybe a happy medium. -JOE

-JOE

Hatle a burning cluestion, next issue is your last chance
get your question answered, email me at
askjoehewillknow@gmail.com.

to

The Ask Joe column found in this newspal)~r is written by
an indit1idual author and does not ,-e[lect the opinion of
The Archway, its Editorial Board, or Bryant University.
Comments resulting {rom this column can be directed to
the author or The Archtvay.

From Rabbi to Reggae
reggat~ styling. Matisyahu's mainstream popularity appeals to pop
music tims.
Speaking of his lIlainstrl'allt
Who said that a llasidk rabbi
popularity, Matisyahll is currenriy
couldn't be a reggac musk star!
on the Billboard 200 chart tix
jllst look at Marisyahll who perthe ')th conseclltive wl'ek now.
'formed recently at the llniVl'rsity
IIis aibulll, Ymtth, peah-d at
of Rhode Island's Ryan Center.
numlll'r four lHl the chart and
I Ie drew i\ divcrse crowd, all
entered April 16th at nulltlll'r ')6.
brought together by his music
(Jill' might wondl'r: Just how
A roaring ovation \wil-ollled
long will his populariry continue
Matisyahu tl) the :aagt'as Ill' perto this thriw! With any luck Ill'
formed tracks off his new CD,
will Ill' anlltnd t~,r a long rillll'
entitled YOllth. Some of the more 11l'caust' of the fun and revolupopular songs on this albulll are, . tionary attitudt· that h,.' brings tll
Jc:'rmalo:m, llnd King tl'it/tClltt £l
all of his shows.
Crmt'n, which receiv<,'d rhe higgl'st
It is evident by his slylt' alld
reaction from the crowd, heing it
actions that Matisynhll is not
can be heard on radio stations
your ordinary mainstrl't\llI ilrti~t.
across rhe counTry.
Instead of guing to n dub alld
By coming to a com'ert of
parrying at'tl'r a COIKerr lib, SUIlH'
Ml1tisyahu's it is known that in
artists do, Ill' has a miniun, or
addition to singing, he will also
small prayt'r :'t'ssion, after his
bl'ar box. Whllr is illlprl'ssive
,-,on cat. I k is a wry rl'sl'rwd
about his beat boxing is rhe fnct
11l'rson who dm's not like rl1l'
that he can k~cp a hear along
nm'lHion that artists of his
with a tulll', which is sOlllething
statlln.' fen'in'. Marisyahu lI1odthat I have never seen bd(lre.
esty is dearly displayed, he is ill it
Everyone was dancing in the
t(lr till' lovc of music, not for till:
aisles as Matisyahu cO!lriml(:d to
typical l'ckhrity perk:;,
beat box for a good ten minutes.
It is shocking how much
Noticeably lacking from
notoriety Math;yahlt has achicwd
Matisyahtt's pertormance was
through his innovativc s(yle (If
crowd interaction, a common
lIlusk that hllS touched on
trcnd at concerts today. I Ic
uncharted topics. If 1 was told
played songs without breaks,
an artisr like Marisyahu would
delivering song afrer song.
beco1llc so popular, 1 would not
Attendees to the concert
have bdil'vcd it. Neverrhdess,
included rabbis, reggae tims, and
Marisy;lIll1 docs put on n show
fans of pop music in general.
that will be rClllembered by all.
The Jcwish fans arc :lttnlcted to
Matisyahu bccause he is openly
religious, and Illany of his song
lyrics come from his Jewish hnckground. Reggae flms enjoy his
music because of the tradirionnl

By Greg I-lirshorm

Assist(mt Varit'ty Editor

fl OPEN MIC NIGHT - "
Join us tor the LAST
Open Mic Night
of the Sen1ester
Saturday, April 22nd
at lOpnl, South

'tHE lAMORA' ~F f'ClZZLE) By Michael Mepham
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Here is another
dose of Sudoku
Mania take it
with you on
your travels.
Give it a try,
you may just
'enjoy it. If you
are a Sudoku
fan and have a
tip on how to
complete the
puzzles email
archway@bryan
t.edu

BIlYJUIti}

~.I""';.

Mind Reader/ESP ShoW
8PM - Janakies
Showtime at the Apollo
IOPM - Janakies
Apollo After Party
II :30PM - South Cafe

6

Z'rY,'?I;)L C!DWlto:,\\;$

INSTRUCTIONS
Complete
the grid so each
£ ~ S 6 'V Z 9 J.. 9
9 9 ~ e J. ~ 6 9 v row, -column and 3-by-3
L 8
e " ~ 6 ~ 9 S box (in bold borders) con~
9 Z 9 ~ 9 E i- t 6
tainsevery digit 1 to 9.
6 v L 9 S 1. l e 9
For
strategies on how. to
~ 9 8 1. 6 v 9 c; £
solve Sudoku} visit
9 1. 6 Z e 9 'v 9 ~
Z ~ v 9 ~ 9 S 6 L . www.sudoku.orr IJk.
t 6 L 9 9 B£

~

Friday, April 28th

~

Tef Kaluminoti
12PM - BC Common
Bulldog Games
3-5PM - Bryant Center
Lawn
Festive Meal
5-7PM - Salmanson

Robert Channing
1,1

Saturday, April
29th
Field Events
12-4PM - Main Tent
Bryant's Best Competition
5PM - Papitto
Tickets: $3 or $5 @ Door

Karaoke
6PM -Rotunda
Dashboard Confession and
Method Man

8PM - Main Tent
Pasta Pig Out
II-lAM - BC Common
Tickets $3 @ Door
Late Night Event
II-I AM - South Cafe

Sunday, April 30th
Dodgeball Tournament
2PM - MAC
Glory Roads
4PM - Janikies
9PM - Bryant Center Lawn
(Rain Location: MAC)
Spring Performance
Bryant Jazz Ensemble
SPONSORED BY:

®~~

Student P~mmiJlg :Board

'WWW.brya.ntspb,(Jrg

. April 21, 2006
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Thank you for Sm.oking

,

Horoscopes .

kill thousands of people in the
US every year. Nick Naylor
laughs at the two, commenting
how their death tolls don't even
compare to the hundreds of
thousands of people who die
from smoking-related illnesses.

Naylor contrives a plan with a
By Ryan Daley
hot-shot Hollywood executive to
Opinion Editor
craft a movie around smoking
I first heard abour Thank
ciga rettes on a spa ce sta tion,
YOll For Smoking on nn NPR
because it would appeal to the
interview and thought the iden of
mindless masses of moviegoers
a satire on tobacco lobbying was
only in it for the entertainment
brilliant. Jason Reitman's script,
aspect,
written after Christopher
The best part of the
Buckley's 1994 novel, satirizes
plot has to be Heather
the life of Nick Naylor,
Holloway, the sexy young
played by Aaron Eckhart, a
newspaper reporter phyed
robncco lobbyist who's damn:
by Katie Hohnes, who uses
good at spinning the truth.
sex to extract the top lobWe follow his trnil RS he cuts
byist's dirty secret of how
down at those who criticize
he works, and why he does
Big Tobacco felr killing over
what he does: "To pay the
1000 Americans daily, as he
mortgage."
promotes cigarettes in his
I was turned off by
son's elementary school classEckhart's cockiness, and
room, and even as he dine!:i
was somewhat disappointwith "The MOD Squad," a
ed by the witty and smartgroup consisting of alcohol,
ass humor, as I would have
tobacco, and firearms lobbyliked see more of a harsh
ists dubbed rhe "Merchants
criticism of the lobbying
Of Death."
industry. Overall I defiThe film cleverly starts
nitely recommend the film
with Naylor on a mid-day
to anyone. If one is seektalk !:ihow comparable to
ing simple entertainment,
Maury or Ricky'Lake. Naylor
it will suffice, however
defends Big Tobacco by conthere is substance and
vincing the audience that the
underlying ideas which the
accusations abom cig:lrettes
characters easily thrust
killing people ma ke no sensei
which can be picked lip by
why would a corponltion
even the simplest mind.
want to kill its customers, the
I won't ruin the movie
very people upon which it
for YOll, but there are cerrelies for irs multi-billion dolPhoto Courtesy of; www.sorenz.dk tainlya lot of fitting
la r industry.
scenes depicting the cal,
One of the most clever
lousness of a top
parts of the film i!:i the lunch
The scene !:ihows how henrtless
Washington lobbyist. The film.
dynamic between The Mod
these people are, and is cunning
(."rries a lor of weight, especially
Squad. It is brilliant how they
on behalf of the author to depict
considering Jack Abrahamoffs
argue who's job is rhe Illost danthat in a semi-realistic setting.
recent lobbying troubles and the
gerous. Polly BRiley, the alcohol
A scheme we see emerge from seriousness of spin in
lobbyi!:it played by Marin Bello,
Naylor's highly entertaining bag
Washington. Don't pass off the
argues that her product kills
of ideas includes reintrodUcing
messages as satire; they're real,
thousands of people drunk drivcigarettes into mainstream cineand threatening our society, and
ing each year. Bobby .lay Bliss,
ma for the "cool appeal." His
it's our job as good Americans to
the firearms lobbyist played by
goal is TO place Big Tobacco's
protect ourselves from these evil
David Koechner, argues that he
product into the hands of hot
people we call lobbyists.
has the riskiest job because guns
Hollywood actors and actresses.

1he Starting Line Rocks Lupos
By Kari Snow

newly released albmn, Chroma.
bombarded with flashing cam·Carrel describes their music as
eras. The bands emanated an
Photo Editor
"bombastic guitars with pretty
aura full of energy which caused
The Screaming is for Babies
melodies and rock arrangetllents
the floor to continuously erupt
Tour, with headliner The Starting with an aClIte sense. of pop songinto numerous mash pits, crowd
Line, came to Lupos Heartbreak
'writing." Gatsbys American
surfing, and singing, As more
Hotel, also known as club Diesel,
people showed up, the bands
Dream incorporates a unique
on Friday, April 14th. The
approach .to their songwriting.
were able to energize and interact ~
Starting Line, under the label of
They do not use choruses in their·' with the audience. By the time
Drive-thru Records, is a
songs and get influence and inspi- Gatsbys American Dream hit the
Pennsylvania-based quartet who
ration from childhood stories and stage, the venue was packed, with
formed their band in 1999. With
tales. Gatsbys American Dream
even more people pushing their
the members either still in
way toward the front for The
high school, or barely Out,
Starting Line.
they formed a group called
The floor of a punk-rock
Sunday Drive and started
show can get ~ little crazy
recording demos and linand people should continuing up shows,
ously keep one eye up in
By 2000, they changed
order to catch the many
their name to The Starting
crowd surfers who jump
Line, issued anEP, signed
from the railing or are
on with Drive- Thm
launched up by friends.
Records, and were schedWhile this may seem like
uled to appear at the Vans
fun, there tend to be many
. Warped Tour. Currently,
kids ages 12-16 who tty to fit
the band is on tour to prointo the concert scene.
mote their new album,
Beware of these young peo"Based on a True Story."
Photo Courtesy of: www.startinglinerock.com
ple becallse they have 'Yet to
Stuff Magazine comdevelop concert etiquette
.
mented that, "Th.ese young pop
has two full length CDs out and
and could possibly be oblivious to
punks' second full-length CD
will. also be at Warped Tour.
the other people trying to enjoy
brims with punchy melodies and
Hidden in Plafn View is a hard
the show. A bit of advice for
angsty anthems that sear· like an
rock/punk style group from New
crowd surters, especially if you are
Indian. burn from Charlie Boyle."
Jersey. HIPV has spent several
wearing sandals, as many of the
Check out The Starting Line at
years as a more underground
girls were, try to hold onto your
www.startillglinerock.com. on. the
band, gaining fans in the u.s. as
shoes so you don't have to walk
Pure Volume website, or on
well as in Europe. The release of
barefoot across the wonderfully
MySpace.
their new self-titled album has
sticky floor of Lupos. One more
The tour also feamred four
skyrocketed them into the poputip' for all YOll female crowd
other bands including, Cartel,
lar music scene. Each of the open- surfers, wearing a miniskirt and
Gatsby.s American Dream, and
ing performers played for a short
baring aU to the crowd is kind of
Hidden in Plain View. Carrel is a
30 minutes to get the crowd ener- embarassing, at least 1 think so.
quarter from Atlanta, Georgia
gized for the headliner. Cartel was All in all, it was a great show and
and wiH be periotnling at this
by far one of the ll1orepopular
I recommend going to see any of
year's Vans Warped Tour playing
openers. They had many screamthe perf9rmers the next time they
songs from their EP and their
ing fans in the crowd and were
are in th·~ .......'"

Random Charades Words
By Ryan Daley
Opinion Editor

After a long hiatus your
weekly charades fix is back~
Enjoy this weeks edition, it
will surely get the ideas
flowing.

HAPPY CHARADING!

* Toilet paper roll
* Scissors
* Rock concert
* TIte Archway
* iPod
* Unistructure
* lelIo

* Karl Rove

.~
~.fV Brandeis University
~

~ 2006 Sumn1er School

J IY.,,
Snmnwr S.'S"ilOn I -,,nne ,-;) to ,1I
. 1 . '

ANTH BOA
BISC 78

CHEM llA
CHEM 18A
CHEM 25A
CHEM 29A
GOML1228
GOSI33B
COSIG5A
ECON 88

ECON BOA
ECON 170A
ECON 170A

ECON 171A
ENG 33A
ENG 37A
ENG 129A
ENG 129A
ENG 1298
ENG 129B

FA 10SB
HISTS·1A
HIST l89A
IGS lOA
.MATH lOA
MATH 15A
MUS328
NEJS 182B
NEJS 187A
N'PSY 11B
PHYS lOA
PHYS18A

POl101A
POL 128A
POL 167A
POL NEW!

PSYC lA
PSYC34B
PSYC 51A

PSYC ll1A

SOC1A
SOC 126A
SPAN 20B
SPAN 1048
THA4A

•

SUlllllH't'

Arctlaeological Methods
Exet"c ise Physiology
General Chemistry' I
General Cllsmistry 1- Lab
Organic Chemistry I
Organic Cllerrlistry I -lab
VVr·jting Home and Abwad: Literature I:~I VVornen of Color
Internet ane] Society
Introduction to :3-0 Computer Animation
The Global Economv
Micmeconomic Theory
Matllematics of Economics and Finance
Mathematics of Economlcs and FInance
(DIstance Learning Sectfon}
Ffnancfal Economics
Shakespeare
Postimperia I Fictions
.Vvriting, Workshop
\Nriting, Workshop (Distance learning Section)
UnderstandIng tile Screenplay: A W·orkshop
Understanding the Screenplay: A Workshop
(Distance Learning SectIon)
Introduction to Printmaking: Vvoodcut and Relief
History of tl1e United States: 1607 -t 865 .
Topfcsin tile History of Early America
Introduction to :lnternationa~ andGlobal Studles'
Tectmfqlies of Calculus
Applied LinearAlgebra
Everyone .Sings the Blues
FHmmakfng on the J8\Nish Experience
Political Islam
Introductlon to Behavioral Neuroscience
PhYSICS for Ufe Sciences I
Physics. for Ufe Sciences! • lab
Parties. fnterest Groups; and Public Opinion
·The Politics of Revolution: State Violence and Popular
Insurgency in the Third Wor[d
"
Unlted States and China In vVorld Politics
Globa!:ization and the Challenge of Democratization in Asia
Introduction to. Psycho logy
Social PsychOlogy
Stattstics
Interpersonal Behavior: The Role of EmoUon
Order and Change in Society
Soc.iologyof Deviance
ContinUing Spanlsh
Peoples,ldeas and language of the Hispanic World
Actfn:g t The Vocal-Physical Connection
l

.

".

~('ssjon

ANTH SA
CHEM 11B
CHEM 18B
CHEM 25B
CHEM 29B
COML 1358
EGON 2A
ECON 828
ECON 828
ECON 83A
EGON 184B
ENG 21A
ENG 1mB

ENG 147A
FA3A
FA 18B
HIST 1418
HIST 1478
MATH SA
MATH lOB

MUS 1A
NEJS 181A
NEJS 185B
PHIL·1A
PHYS 10B .
PHYS18B
PSYC33A
PSYC 52A
SOC NEW!
SPAN 32A
SPAN 109B
THA 195A

Il-:- .IuIy 1n to AlJJ!u~t

Human Origins
General Ctlemistrl "
General Chemistry" - Lab
Organic Chemistr{ II
Organic Ctlemistry 11- Lab
Sexu,9lities and Cinema
Introduction to Economics
~llacroeconomic Tl1eory
fvlaGroecollomic Tileory (Distance Lssmin£l Sectiun)
Statistics for Economic Analysis
Econometrics
Adolescent Literature from Grimm to Volciemort
. CyberTheory: Wired
Film Noir
Introduction to. Drawing I
History of Art II: From the Renaissance to thervlodern Age
Studies in British History: 1830 to the Present
Twenttetll Centuty Russia
Introduction to Probability and Statistics
Techniques of Calculus
Introduction to Music
Jevvs On Screen
The MakIng of the Modern Middle East
Introduction to Philosophy
Physics for Life Sciences II
Physfcs for Ufe Sciences 11- Lab
Developmental Psychology
Research Methods in Psychology
Social Problems
Intermediate Spanish Conversation
Introduction to Hispanic Cultural Studies
lopics in Theater and Drama: Japanese Bunraku Puppetry
Jilt

ExlendNI Session ENVS 92A
INT 928
JOUR 92A
SOC 92A

JI

JUJH~ 510 August

11

Environm~ntallntemship .
One CredIt Internship !For Brandeis Students only)
Journalism 1ntemship
Intemshfp for Community ~ction and Socia1 Change

Brlm~'eis Uchrew Language Summer Instit.ute -

July ]0 to August ,:1:
HBRW lOA
HBRW 20B
HBRW 34A
HBRW 44B
HBRW 1618

Beginning Hebrew
Intermediate Hebrew
Intermediate Hebrew II: Aspects of Israeli Culture
Advanced Hebrew: Aspects of (smelt Culture
Israe~ Today: Advanced Conversation and Writtng

(Current as of press time. See website for final Jist.}
.

"

VIlvvw.lran"Cteis.eliu/summer
.
"
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The Portfolio: The Archway Investment Fund
By Pete Ziegler
Staff Columnist

Lately I've been running Ollt of stock
picking ideas, for the most parr. When I
have a rough time finding attractively valued stocks in the market place, I see signs
that point to the market being overvalued
and stock prices being too high with the
company not being worth its stock price.
Could that be just relative to the' small cap
stocks that I like to pick! Quite possibly.
There arc cases where the small capitalization stocks may be slowing down, while
the slower growing nnd underachieving
large cap stqcb arc picking up some
steam. After all, in the last few years the
market has seen small cnp stocks olltperform the huge cap stock peers by some
seriolls margins
As has nlwnys been my style, I'm 11m
going to recommend a stock or write
about one in n positive nature if I don't
really believe in it - unlike most sell-side
research firms who love to pluck "buy" ratings on almost every stock they write
about. They do this so that they make
executives of companies like them a bit
more and lise them for investment hanking opportunities or to be more open to
them so thHr they r.:an better project earnings expectations. So, as I am not wriring
about (' stock, I am going to talk II bit
about Bryant's recently created Archway

Investment Fund.
an even greater responsibility for student
Over the last few years, Professors
decision making. As this plays out, the
David Lomon and Peter Nigro had been
University may able to better promote this
discussing the idea of opening up a stuexcellent program it has fostered.
dent-managed fund, much like that of our
Right now, the benchmark that the
other competing schools. The idea WHS to
fund follows is the Standard & Poors 500
. start.a portfolio management oriented pro- Index. This is made up of the 500 largest
gram where students would receive active,
publicly traded companies in the United
hands-on training and a solid education in States. The fund has been set up to follow
analyzing and valuing a stock in the
the S&P by mirroring sectors like
Securities Analysis pa~t of the program.
Financials, Technology, Healthcare,
Then, after completing the Securities
Energy, etc. Well, the students in the class
Analysis course, the
have been shifting
student enrolls in a
"It is courses like Securities weightings and have
Portfolio Management
Brokerage and the Securities been beating the index
course where they are
by almost 2%!
Analysis/Portfolio
then actively engaged
Management program that Currently, students have
in managing the fund.
really prepare stuaents for chosen to overweight
Instead of using a virindustries like the
tne real world."
tual format where stuIndustrials, Healthcare,
dent decisions mean nothing, the Board
and Materials. They have chosen to
of Trustees decided to entrust Bryant smunderweight Consllmer Discretionary and
dents with $200,000 to manage.
Utilities. The fund holds 31 srocks, along
While the Archway Investment Fund
with a sector indices,· and specific indusfalls f:lr short of other undergraduate and
tries that we like.
graduate-run funds throughour the counIt is fascinating to follow our portfolio
try, it is still just in "its beginning stages.
as our recommendations have real impact.
Students in the fund expect it to grow
We've had some stocks that have shown
both organically through positive investsignificant gains since we first started
ment rerurns and through additional
investing in late October. Those that have
funding by the. Board of Trustees. This
done extremely well for the fund include
will allow students more concentration on Cisco Systems, Deere & Company,
certain holdings and a larger asset base to
Parallel Petroleum, Serologicals, Ashland,
invest. At the same till1e, it will allow for
and Gibraltar. With six stocks up over

20%, our portfolio has appreciated fairly
significantly, beating the S&P appreciatiOl
of just below 3.5% in that time horizon.
Not one of our stocks is down more than
20%, while we have just two down over
10%. As any portfolio manager would say
it is always important to minirnize your
downside risk and we have certainly taken
note of that.
While Bryant offers many great
finance courses taught by some excellent
faculty, it i~ courses like Securities
Brokerage taught by Professor Murat
Aydogdu and the Securities
AnalYSis/Portfolio Management program
taught by Professor David Louton that
really prepare sntdents for the real world.
The number of applicants for both classes
is up significantly over last semester and
these courses are truly deserving of the
increased competitiveness of entry. I urge
students that are majoring in Finance or
considering doing so to get ahead and pre·
pare by participating in internships and
fully understanding the financial markets.
Finally, I would tell a'dministrators and
those that head up the finance and financial services programs at Bryant to consider adding even more professional preparation courses like a Chartered Financial
Analyst or a Certified Financial Planner
preparation course, or a mandatory intern
ship to the Finance and Financial Service~
course listings.

Simon Says: A Follow Up to Jenny Boylan Letter to the Editor:
talk, I've shared that COncern and she assured me
that she gladly would have answered these 'luesStaff Columnist
tions had anyone asked.
So in the interest of proViding additional
At last week's communiinformation, here is some:
ry forum/town lI1eeting,
The term that is used ror sex reassigninem
Professor .lenny Boyl:lI1
from Colby College clime to surgery (SRS) for a biological male to temale is
vaginoplasty. During the 80's and especially durtalk about gender. In a
ing the 90's, there were steady advances in vaginopacked Janikies
plasty (SRS) techniCJues. When performed by the
Auditorium, Jenny rold the
most experienced sllrgeons, the SRS results are
attentive audience that she
much more predictable than in earlier years, both
was born James. Yet since a
in appearance and function, and there are far
very early age, can remember feeling that she was
fewer incidents of complications. It's interesting
really a female, trapped in the body of a male.
to note that the alternative term vaginoplasty is
Her earliest recollection was age three watching
preferred to SRA because it communicates more
her mother iron her father's work shirr. Her
effectively that the surgical goal is the construcmother commented that some day Jimmy would
tion of functional female genitalia - Le., a vagina.
wear work shirts just like Dad's. And at that time,
The vaginoplasty surgery is often followed several
he remembers thinking this was stich a weird
months later by labiaplasty surgery to refine the
notion on the part of his mother. Eventually
external female genitalia
James came to terms with being
(labia).
transsexual bur had already
Jenny's surgery took place
married and was a parent to
in Wisconsin where there
two young boys. Additionally,
was a well- known surgeon
JaJlies had a very successful
who had done many of these
career as a writer antl pro,f~~sor.
procedures. She writes ahom
As a young boy and teenagIt in some detail in her memer James thought all he needed
oir She's Not There: A Life
to "cure" him of these horrenin Two Oenders. Bur Jenny
dous and confusing feelings was
also points our that what she
to find true love, and thor
remembers most about her
wOllld end rhe 11)isery he was
surgery is the drug:; she was
living. James tClt that love
given and not much more. In
would enable the disconnect
the end, Jenny writes that the
with his body Hnd gender to go
surgery was necessary for her
away thereby solving all the
in order to complete the
problems. James did find true
transition, but that by the
love in a woman he knew in
time she had it, she was a
college, named Grace. They
woman and had been living
married, had kids and finally
in that gender for some time.
about eight years ago she
Photo courtesy of University Relations
Jenny also has been rakshared the secret with Graceing the female honnone
that she was transgendered.
Jenny
Boylan
spoke
to
a
estrogen and will need to
This disclosure was followed
standing room only audience
take it all ber life. She has
by lots and lots of counseling
at
last
week's
comin
Janikies
undergone hours and hours
and therapy as well as the beginmunity forum~
of electrolysis to remove hair
ning stages and transition to
from her body. The estrogen
gender reassignment. This
gave her a female body and she responded very
inchlded cross dressing, lIsing female bathrooms,
well to the horm.ones.
and the start of female hormones. For Jenny, the
Jenny identifies as a heterosexual, is still with
very last stage of the process was surgery in which
her partner Grace, and is not involved with
a physician surgically constructed female genianother person at this point in time. She and
talia.
Grace are focused on raising a family and for the
In her opening remarks, Jenny pointed out
time being, things are working. Does she miss the
that transsexualism is about gender and sexu~l
intimacy of sex, now that she has a functional
idenrity i.e. are you a boy or girl and that it is not
vagina which can give her sexual pleasure? You
the same thing as homosexuality which is about
ber she told the audience yet she knows this may
sexual orientation. But since her talk I've had
be confusing to many. As she said "It's like buying
many students email me questions that they
a really expensive car and keeping it in the drivewanted to ask Jenny bur weren't sure if it was
way all the time."
appropriate. In my emails with Jenny since her
By Toby Simon

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and
guest writers, which are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.

Dear Bryant University Family:
You are invited to attend Bryant
UniverSity's 26th annual Northern
Rhode Island Special Olympic
Gllll1es. The games will be held
this year on May 7th 2006, over at
the track and practice fields. We
are looking for the support of the
Bryant Community to cheer on the
athletes, as rhey attempt to go for
the gold.
A team of twenty Bryant
Students have spent the last several
months organizing and planning
this very special day. This is
Bryant's largest community service
project on campus. This event will
draw over four thousand people to
the campus to support over five
hundred athletes. Not only do the
athletes experience success with
sports, but they also 'gain confidence and build positive self-image
that carries over inro their classrooms, homes, jobs and the com-

munity.
This event is solely run on volunteers. Please become a part of
this wonderful day by either voltln. reering or becoming a sponsor.
Any donation that you could make
to the Special Olympics here at
Bryant would be greatly appreciated. To make a donation or for
more information on volunteering
for the games, please e-mail me at
drostkow@bryant.edu or send your
donation to box 5, attention
Special Olympics.
On behalf of the Games
Management Team and the athletes, I thank you for your supporr.
Sincerely,
Diana G: Rostkowski
Games Director, Northern Rhode
Island Special Olympics
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OPINION
Multipartisan Hackery: I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby
1. Lewis "Scooter" Libby,' who has
erved many different roles in the White
-lollse, was most prominently Vice
)resident Dick Cheney's chief of staff.
.ibby resigned from his position October
~8, 2005, hours before being indicted on
:riminal felony charges by a grand jury for
lbstrllcrion of justice, perjury, and making
alse statements' in connection to the
lalerie Plame case. This the case the CrA
lperative was oured to discredit her hllsnmd for his views which undermined the
nvasion of Iraq. In July of 2005, Time
nagazine reporter Matthew Cooper
'evealed that Libby and Karl Rove were
,he first to disclose Plame's identity as a
:rA officer. Recently, Libby has testified
,hat he had approval to disclose such
nformation by President Blish and Vice
?residel1t Cheney. Bush has neither
Jellied nor admitted the claims. President
3ush once said, "I've constantly expressed
ny displeasure with leaks, particularly
,eaks of classified information .... If
:here's a leak Ollt of the administration, 1
.vant to know who it is. And if a person
aas viol,~ted law, the person will be taken
.:are of.

Liberal
Peter Connors
Tipping my hat to Newsweek, I would
like to pay homage to our nation's Leaker
in Chief. Scooter Libby's recent revelation
that President Bush aurhorized him to
leak information about WMD in Iraq wasn't an illegal action by any means, but it
:ertainly questions the legitimacy of
President Bush's past rhetoric. The
President has formally called out the great
amount of classified infonnation which
has been leaked since 9/11. He has said
that "if there is a leak put of my administration, I want to know who it is."

Fortumitely'for the President, if Mr. Libby
Libe~tarian
speaks the trurh, he need not look farther
Steven Saritelli
than his own mirror. Coming from a pres·
The controvC'rsy over who leaked CIA
ident who acts as though he is above, petty
operative V,)lcrie Phtme's name to the
politics, it is 011ce again a humbling scene
press is yer another sad specracle unfolding
to see that the President has JUSt as IUllch
on the currenr administration's watch. It is
dirt on his hands as his underlings.
indicative of how tar our governI suppose this
ing officials haw strayed, in just
taIls into sync with
over two hundred years, from the
Presidenr Bush's
principles arc nation was suppos·
original backtrackedly tc.H1nded upon.
ing on the issue.
Afrer srudying rht' rimcline of
When it was
events and statements of key peorevealed that Carl
ple involved, it becomes clear that
Rove may have
the truth is buried so deeply in
been the soutce of
this mess that, while someone
the leak, President
may be held respc)!1sible, we may
Bush's calls tor the
never know the truth.
he<1d of a lcnker
One thing is frightening how·
seemed to dimin· ..
ever: this may be a White House·'
ish. If the original
orchestrated effort to punish
source of the leak
Plame's husband tor spcaking out
was in actuality the
on the lics that the nco-cons llsed
Prcsident ,himself, I
to jusrify the Iraq invasion.
suppose this lessenMr. Libby has changed his
ing of rhetoric was
Photo Courtesy of nwcn.com story 11l1lUerolis timcs, and has
the right move for
now stated that President Bush
the president. I
and Vice-Presidcnt Chency
can understand the Democratic outrage
authorized thc disclosure. This whole
over the issue, for this would be quite a
aftair is infighting and dirty politics at its ~
deviation from the p~vious rhetoric of
worst. Every bureaucrat involved is strugPresident Bush, not to mention being an
gling to pin the blame on someone clse,
issue that one would hope their President
hoping to avoid the atrention of US prosewould not get involved with. When one
cutors. These out of control thugs have a .
gets right down to it, this is not so much a
virtually unlimited fjnancial backing of
partisan squabble as it a civic disappointlooted funds, and are essentially above the
ment. Yes what the President has possibly
law. While Libby is not a saint by any
done is legal, but should leaking informastretch of the imagination, he has no
tion for the sake of getting back a t some·
chance of surviving in a trial with political
one for not adhering to your stance an
motives that is governed by complex,
action we should except from OUr presivague, and sUbjective laws. Government
dents? I would certainly hope not. Hail
can rurn and destroy its own just as arbito the Leaker in Chief!
trarilyas it descends upon innocent dti-

zens.
Whether it \\',1S Libby, Karl Ro\'e, or
our tv.'O highest offidab who were t:hieny
rcsponsible for this, the entire exet:uti\,c
branch is completely OUt of t:onrrol. It
docs not changc the fact that we went to
war on false p;'ctenses or that the CIA has
secret opemtivcs like Plallle spying in for·
eign' C'ountriL's. Or that Libby, ,llong wirh
Chcney, Rumsfeld, and Wolfowitz, arc
mcmbers of Tlw Projcct f()(, tlll' New
Alllerkan Cellflll'Y, a t:lsd:;f think rank
bent on global military domination.
If one wishes to scc whnr pun', unadul·
terated edl looks like, rhe current adminis:rn~ion is ~,ann\l~\ollnt to aI~ unholy ZOl,!' It
1$ nme to Just Say N~) to (It)\'l'rnllll'nt .
No matter what one's political affiliation
is, our future survival dq1cnd:; upon
restoring the linlitcd governml'nt inrcnded
by our founding hltiWr.S,·

The ideas /m:s~l\ted ill Mtt/ti/lmtisClll
Hacker)' do )wt lleL'i'S,wrily 1'e/m:5L'Tlt rJW,h' of
The An:hway. its eclitor,~, writers, 01' Bryant
Uniwrsity. The writers of Multi/l£L1,tisall
Hackery are lIot iJOlitica/ eX/Jerts, bur art' o/Jl!n
in theil' /Jolitical hdiefs and m'L' tvriting frolll
their j>ers/lt.'ctiw, Pleas I! rc'alize that /l(o/>le '
who fall along the /JOlitical s/Jectmm at the!
same plact' as these writers often and may t'c'l),
well haw a different opinion on the subject at
hand. Readers an,' strongly encouraged to \urite
letters to the editor in res/JOnse to the o/liniolls
ex/>)'essecl in this column. If you fed that YOtt
are unre/lresentecl, send us an e·mail with your
thoughts.
Srny Tuned: Global Warming.
Former VP Al Gore is promoting his
new dilllllte-changc film "An Inconvenienr
Truth," abour the effects of global warm·
ing. Is it really an issue of concern! What
is the government's role in protecting tis!

Do You Know Fred Phelps?
By Greg Hirshorn
Staff Writer

was BondUriiversitydifferen1dromBMra.ri:i?:
is' actoolly v~ similar toBrya~t in size andl~~a~ion;i'ttoo is:centered
(l. body of wllter, an archWay, and a fountain.} think-that. the main
Idij1ertmcl~ wottld be in tr.e setup ortlle classes. The ckl.sses are based on.a ..
Clnd then small tutorials at a separate cl(,lSs meeting. The grading sys'·
tt'lll I' abo much different. and teachers grade harder.

did this eA'Perience ch~mge you?
My exp~rienc,? ctbroad changed me in two ways. Ibecame~ a much more inde·
peTson from being far away from home and I had more responsibility
decisions 1 made. I also feel that this experience opened my eyes to a
new culture and new people. Meeting new friends not onLy !roni
tralia ,but from other places in the U.S. was an unforgettable learning
experienCe.

you recommend stuclying abr9ad to otherstudents?
would absolutely recommend studying abroad. You canleam so many
from visiting other countl1es and experiencing a. whole life unlike your
It is a unique experience tha.~ everyone shou.1d try.
'

Few people have heard of one of the most all
around hateful and evil people on rhe fllce of the
earth today. The immediate evil people that may
come to your mind are Osama Bin bden and
Saddam Hussein but I know an individual who I
~onsider to be a cancer on the thing that we call
society just like you would Hussein or Bin bden.
This person lives inside the United Stares and people still do not know his name. Out in the hearr·
land of the country, Topeka, Kanslls, there is a
small church called the Westboro Baptist Church.
The parishioner at this church is a man by the
name of Fred Phelps.
Now, what could be so evil about' a parishioner
who runs a church out in the middle of Kansas you
might be asking yourself? Phelps has been so caring
by dedding to attend the funerals of deceased sol·
diers that are coming back from Iraq for their
funerals. The only problem. with the caring nature
of Fred Phelps is that he attends the funerals of
these troops to spread a message of hatred about
how every troop in Iraq is a "fag" and will go to
hell.
In an actual pamphlet that Phelps passed out
following one of his sermons it read, "Praise the
Lord for 2,010 Dead Soldiers in Iraq" and stating
"We humbly pray to. God to please kill many more"
(www.godhatesfags.com). Men and women who are
willing to risk their'lives for our way of life, and this
man feels that it is a blessing to have them killed. I
can think of few more disrespectful, closed minded
and insulting things to say than the comment than
Frank Phelps made.
Not only does Phelps feel and express these
ideas during his sermons, he has the fortitude to
protest outside the funerals of these heroes with
members of his church. You can see them protest~
ing and picketing with signs reading "God t1ates
Fags" and "Thank God for September 11 th."
Picture yourself a parenr of a solider who has died
in. Iraq and when walking out of their funeral YOll
arc warmly welcomed by a group of protcstors
telling YOli that your child is a "fag" and is going
directly to hell. If I was" patent and I had to go
through this, I would be filled with a teeling of rage
unlike lmyrhing I have ever felt before.
Fred Phelps has t1(1t only these emorions dircct·
ed tcm'ards soldiers, bur also other equally disgusting belief., rhat arc similar. In regards to hurricane
Katrina. one of the biggest and most awful nllntl'al
disasters that this country has ever experienced,
Plwlps is quoted as saying the following, "America

finally sees New Orleans tor what it truly is: n
putrid, toxic, stinking cesspool of fag tccalmattcr."
After finding this quote I had the strong urge to
vomit seeing the pure l1nd unfiltcred detestation for
innocent people. He attempted to create a webpage
with the URL www.godhatesneworleans.com but
thankfully before he could do so a good citizen
bought the domain name and hl1d it work as a
direct link to the Red Cross home page. This is
only the first example of someone seeing that this
wicked man has no regard tor human lite at all.
When it comes to the Holocaust I can guaran·
tee you that Phelps is not compassionate toward the
victims orthe genocide ..1Ie is quoted as referring
to the Holocaust as "miniscule." Just the idea of
somebody saying that scares me bccause if a person
like Phelps or one of his followers ever achieves a
position of power we could have another genocide
on our hands. With the genocides going on in the
world right now everyone needs to see,the enormity
of the situations so that we can work towards an
end of these disasters.
After the events of September 11th, Phelps and
his congregation went to New York City to protest
the rescue effort that was underway. ,He swore llt
rescue workers involved in the process llnd voiced
his opinion that those who still may be alive in the
ruble should be left there to die. His choir perfor'med songs.in New York that mocked those who
had died in the attack. Phelps went on to put out
a music vi~eo making light of the 9/11 victims and
made the comment that he enjoys watching tapes
of the planes hitting the towers. The signs that
were held in New York read, "towers crash, God
laughs" and "FDNY sin" containing a picnrre of
stick figures having anal sex.
Well, now you have been introdi.tced to Fred
Phelps. The aim of this article was not to simply
cxplain rhe doings of Phelps but instead to display
some of the blind and ridiculous hatred that takes
place in the world each and every day. Some people may think that nobody is as naIve as Phelps in
the year 2006, still rhc're is proof right here thar
people like this do exist and need to be monitored
to make sure their beliefs aren't carried out to n
level that is out of L"ontroL I am rhe first person to
support rhe First Amendment to rhe Constirurion
as I believe in it mort' strongly than s(,veral other
individuals that I know. This falls under the Fim
Amendment bllT it is leading to the detriment of
the country. That is where the line needs to be
drawn so that the poisoning of minds in this colin·
try no longer exists thrOligh poison spewing men
like Fred Phelps.
.

"1 thought it was''t'tue,
and told my friends, and
didn't find out until the'
end of the day."
Ryan Trombly

2009

"Like two seconds."
'Tia LaFleur

2008
"1 wasn't shocked, I
invited him. It was really
two or three days before
I realized."
Brent Carr

2008
"At first I thought
'Bryant had dropped in
status, and then 1 real~
ized after a few seconds
it was a joke."
Cherima Blyden

''A few hours."
Tim Iappini

2007

2007
"First,thing 1 thought was
'I'm not going to the,con,
cert and believed it for
the first five minutes."
Somalisa Ker

2008

·

"First thing I thought
was, 'Bad Switch, Alcon
is better"he doesn't go
out with Britney.' It
, took three days until I
realized it was fake.
Jeff Shew

2009
"Just a couple of sec,
onds."
Tim Cole

2008
"K'Fed's not coming??
This is news to us!"
Deanne Viveiros

2007
Kara Maguire

2008

"1 laughed and knew
that it couldn't be real."
Nicole Cushion
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